Abstract. By analogy with the classical construction due to Forrest, Samei and Spronk we associate to every compact quantum group G a completely contractive Banach algebra A∆(G), which can be viewed as a deformed Fourier algebra of G. To motivate the construction we first analyse in detail the quantum version of the integration over the diagonal subgroup, showing that although the quantum diagonal subgroups in fact never exist, as noted earlier by Kasprzak and So ltan, the corresponding integration represented by a certain idempotent state on C(G) makes sense as long as G is of Kac type. Finally we analyse as an explicit example the algebras A∆(O + N ), N ≥ 2, associated to Wang's free orthogonal groups, and show that they are not operator weakly amenable.
Let G be a compact group. Since the celebrated work of Barry Johnson in [Joh] it has become clear that the Fourier algebra A(G) may exhibit some interesting Banach algebraic properties circling around the concept of amenability and related to the representation theory of G. Later years brought several developments of the ideas of [Joh] , leading in various directions. On one hand, the Fourier algebras started to be viewed as Banach algebras equipped with a natural, compatible operator space structure, so that the concepts such as operator amenability started playing a more prominent role ([Rua 1 ]). On the other, there have been several contributions replacing A(G) by other (operator) Banach algebras arising naturally in the study of compact groups. One of such examples was studied in [FSS 2 ], where Brian Forrest, Ebrahim Samei and Nico Spronk investigated Fourier-like algebras 'of functions constant on cosets', of which a particular case was A ∆ (G), arising from looking at the diagonal subgroup of G × G. Forrest, Samei and Spronk showed that one can view A ∆ (G) as an algebra related to the twisted convolution on G and computed explicitly its norm, which later allowed the authors of [LSS] to interpret A ∆ (G) as a particular instance of the whole family of 'p-Fourier algebras'. The latter turn out to have interesting amenability properties, in a sense bringing us back to the original motivations of Johnson. It is thus natural to consider similar concepts for compact quantum groups in the sense of Woronowicz ([Wo 2 ]). These are abstract objects, studied in terms of their 'algebras of functions'. This makes it possible to transfer several natural notions of the classical theory to the quantum context -so that, for example, we can consider the Fourier algebra A(G) for a compact quantum group G, or a notion of a quantum subgroup of a given groupbut also makes others behave in a rather unnatural way. For example, non-classical groups do not admit quantum diagonal subgroups, as shown in [KaS] . This seems at first glance to close the door to defining a version of the Fourier-like algebra A ∆ (G) in the quantum world. A closer look shows, however, that the construction of Forrest, Samei and Spronk uses in fact only the idea of integrating over the diagonal subgroup. We show here that if a compact quantum group G is of Kac type, then the integration as above has a satisfactory equivalent, represented by a particular idempotent state on G × G; this brings us, on one hand, towards the theory of idempotent states as developed for example in [FST] and, on the other, to the theory of quantum homogeneous spaces, going back to the work of Podleś in [Pod] . Further it leads to a natural emergence of twisted convolution of [FSS 2 ] and motivates a natural definition of the Fourier-like algebra A ∆ (G) for any compact quantum group G of Kac type. The definition itself suggests a possible extension beyond the Kac case, where some of the original motivations cease to exist. In special examples the arising objects can be described quite explicitly, and we finish the paper with studying such instances. In particular, we obtain a non-operator weakly amenable algebra A ∆ (O + N ), N ≥ 2, where O + N denotes the free orthogonal group of Wang ([Wan] ). This brings us back once again to the topics studied in the inspirational article [Joh] .
The detailed plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 we present the quantum group background and recall the classical construction of A ∆ (G) from [FSS 2 ]. Short Section 2 extends basic equivalences concerning the idempotent states, shown in [FrS] and [FST] for coamenable compact quantum groups, to the general case (where they need to be slightly reformulated). In Section 3 we introduce the idempotent state on C(G × G) corresponding to the integration over the diagonal subgroup, connect it to the considerations in [KaS] and discuss a hierarchy of properties related to diagonal subgroups in the classical and quantum context. Section 4 defines the Fourier-like (completely contractive) Banach algebra A ∆ (G) for a compact quantum group G of Kac type and mentions possible generalizations beyond the Kac case. Finally in Section 5 we discuss a general strategy of showing that a given A ∆ (G) is not operator weakly amenable and apply it in the concrete case of free orthogonal groups G = O + N , N ≥ 2. We end this paper with remarks on the case of the 'standard' Fourier algebra A(G) focusing on its non-weak amenability including the case of G = O 
Notations and background
The algebraic tensor product will be usually denoted by ⊙ with ⊗ reserved for the tensor product of maps and minimal/spatial tensor product of C * -algebras or operator spaces and ⊗ for the ultraweak tensor product of von Neumann algebras. For a positive integer n by M n we mean the space of all complex n by n matrices (usually equipped with the operator norm) and by S 1 n the same space equipped with the trace-class norm. For a functional φ on an algebra A and an element a ∈ A we write a · φ for the functional given by the formula (a · φ)(b) = φ(ba), b ∈ A. The tensor flip will be denoted by Σ. All scalar products are linear on the right.
1.1. Compact quantum groups. Throughout the paper G will be a compact quantum group in the sense of Woronowicz ([Wo 1 ], [Wo 2 ] -for the facts stated below we refer also to [BMT] ). It is studied via its 'algebras of functions': a Hopf * -algebra Pol(G) spanned by the coefficients of finite-dimensional unitary representations of G, C(G), the reduced version of the algebra of continuous functions on G, and its universal counterpart, C u (G). The latter two are unital C * -algebras; they can be constructed from Pol(G) via the natural completion procedures. The reduced one arises from completing Pol(G) to a C * -algebra via the GNS representation associated to the Haar state h, unique left-and right invariant state on Pol(G):
The coproduct ∆ of Pol(G) extends continuously to a coassociative unital * -homomorphism from C(G) to C(G) ⊗ C(G), denoted by the same symbol. The state h is faithful on Pol(G), as is its extension to C(G). The GNS Hilbert space of h is usually denoted simply L 2 (G), so that we have C(G) ⊂ B(L 2 (G)). We will need later as well the von Neumann algebra L ∞ (G) := C(G) ′′ , playing the role of the algebra of bounded measurable functions on G; it is also naturally represented on L 2 (G). On the other hand C u (G) is the universal C * -completion of Pol(G), so that in particular we also have the coproduct on the universal level and a natural quotient map Λ : C u (G) → C(G). If the latter is injective (equivalently, the Haar state remains faithful on C u (G)), we say that G is coamenable. Let us also recall that the coproduct of Pol(G) extends also in a natural way to (injective) maps on C u (G) and on L ∞ (G). Thus the spaces C u (G) * , C(G) * and L ∞ (G) * and Pol(G) ′ (where the last one denotes the vector space dual) become algebras with respect to the convolution product
Each state on Pol(G) (i.e. a unital functional which takes non-negative values on elements of the form x * x, x ∈ Pol(G)) extends uniquely to a state on C u (G) -see for example [BMT, Theorem 3.3] . Note also that those Hopf * -algebras which arise as Pol(G) for a compact quantum group G admit an intrinsic characterization as so-called CQG algebras (see [DiK] ).
Finite-dimensional unitary representations of G are unitary matrices U :
(from now on we will simply call them representations of G). A representation U ∈ M n (Pol(G)) is said to be irreducible if the only scalar matrices T ∈ M n such that U (T ⊗ 1) = (T ⊗ 1)U are scalar multiples of the identity; two representations U, V ∈ M n (Pol(G)) are called equivalent if there is a unitary matrix T ∈ M n such that U (T ⊗ 1) = (T ⊗ 1)V . The set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G will be denoted by Irr(G); we will always assume that for a given α ∈ Irr(G) we fix a representative
). The Peter-Weyl theorem for compact quantum groups says (in particular) that the set {u α ij : α ∈ Irr(G), i, j = 1, . . . , n α } is a linear basis of Pol(G). Moreover for each α ∈ Irr(G) there exists a unique positive matrix Q α ∈ GL(n α ) such that Tr(Q α ) = Tr(Q −1 α ) := d α ≥ n α and we have for all α, β ∈ Irr(G)
The quantum group G is said to be of Kac type if Q α = I Mn α for each α ∈ Irr(G) or, equivalently, the Haar state h is a trace. The number d α is called the quantum dimension of the representation U α . One can always assume, by choosing suitable representatives U α , that all the matrices Q α are diagonal, in which case we denote their diagonal entries simply by q i (α), i = 1, . . . , n α . We will do so later without further comment. The antipode S on Pol(G) is determined by the formula
It need not extend continuously to C(G) or C u (G), but the unitary antipode R, given by the formula
does extend to an isometric map. The matrix R(u α kj ) 1≤j,k≤nα ∈ M n (Pol(G)) is again an irreducible representation of G called the contragredient representation of U α , which we denote byᾱ ∈ Irr(G). We will choose the representatives such that
Note that G is of Kac type if and only if S = R. We will later use also two natural automorphism groups of Pol(G) (viewed as a unital * -algebra): the modular automorphism group (σ t ) t∈R and the scaling automorphism group (τ t ) t∈R : they are given respectively by the formulas (t ∈ R, α ∈ Irr(G), k, l = 1, . . . , n α ):
(note both of these have natural extensions for real t replaced by a complex number). Finally, we recall the counit ǫ :
To each compact quantum group G one can associate three more formally different compact quantum groups G ′ , G cop and G op . In its von Neumann algebraic version, the commutant quantum group G ′ is defined as the commutant
The opposite compact quantum group G op is obtained from G by replacing the multiplication m on Pol(G) (or C(G), C u (G), L ∞ (G)) with the opposite multiplication m op = m•Σ. Similarly, the co-opposite compact quantum group G cop is obtained from G by replacing the coproduct ∆ on Pol(G) (or C(G), C u (G), L ∞ (G)) with the opposite coproduct ∆ cop = Σ • ∆. This does not change the unit, the co-unit, or the Haar state, but the antipode and the Q-matrices have to be replaced by their inverses.
In fact one always has G cop ≈ G op and if G is of Kac type, then G ′ ≈ G op . The first statement follows from the fact that each compact quantum group admits a unitary antipode R, the second is just the fact that if τ is a faithful normal trace on a von Neumann algebra M, (π τ , H τ , Ω τ ) is the GNS triple for (M, τ ), and J is the standard involution on H τ (so that
, is an anti-isomorphism. Note finally that our G cop is the same as G op in [KaS] . 1.2. Discrete quantum groups and the Fourier algebra of a compact quantum group. Given a compact quantum group G its dual, discrete quantum group G is defined via its algebras of functions, c 0 ( G) and ℓ ∞ ( G), arising in the following way:
Note that if G = G happens to be a classical compact group, then ℓ ∞ ( G) = VN(G), the group von Neumann algebra of G. The above algebras c 0 ( G) and ℓ ∞ ( G) are also equipped with natural coproducts, denoted by ∆, which are in a sense dual to the products of G. One way to introduce ∆ is via the multiplicative unitary U in L ∞ (G)⊗ℓ ∞ ( G), given by the formula
which satisfies the equality
determining ∆. We will give a more explicit description of ∆ in Proposition 4.3. We note that ∆ can be extended in a natural way to (1.2) ∆ :
where α∈Irr(G) M nα denotes the space of all sequences of matrices (X α ) α∈Irr(G) without any norm condition on X α . The set of those elements of ℓ ∞ ( G) which are finitely supported will be denoted c 00 ( G). The space c 00 ( G) is equipped with h, the left Haar weight on G, given by the formula
The space c 00 ( G) is also equipped with the antipode (of the dual quantum group G) S : c 00 ( G) → c 00 ( G) characterized by the following property.
Once we fix a canonical choice of basis we can assume that S is concretely described as follows.
(1.4) S(X) α = X t α , α ∈ Irr(G) for any X = (X α ) α∈Irr(G) ∈ c 00 ( G), whereᾱ refers to the conjugate representation of α ∈ Irr(G). See [PoW, 3.16] . Note that X j in [PoW] is the same as X for any scalar matrix X by identifying Hᾱ with H α .
In this paper we focus more on the predual of ℓ ∞ ( G), which we denote by ℓ 1 ( G), which becomes an algebra with a convolution type product, namely ∆ * . By analogy with the classical harmonic analysis we denote the algebra ℓ 1 ( G) also as A(G) and call it the Fourier algebra of G. Moreover, the norm structure of A(G), using the left Haar weight as the basis of the duality, can be described as follows.
where X = (X α ) α∈Irr(G) ∈ c 00 ( G). Thus the algebra A(G) can be identified with the ℓ 1 -type direct sum of the spaces S 1 nα (this gives it also an operator space structure -see Subsection 1.4).
The term "Fourier algebra" has a close connection with Fourier transform. Recall that the Fourier transform on Pol(G) is given by
where h is the Haar state on G. Moreover, the extension of the classical Plancherel theorem takes the form of the equality
Working as usual with the diagonal matrices Q α we can easily check that
where e α ji is a suitable matrix unit in M nα . For a detailed description of the properties of F we refer, for example, to [Wa] . The Fourier transform allows us to embed Pol(G) into A(G) as follows:
This embedding gives us the duality of (Pol(G), α∈Irr(G) M nα )as follows.
(
In other words, if we identify Pol(G) and c 00 ( G) via the Fourier transform, then the embedding Pol(G) ֒→ A(G), x → F(x) · h transfers the duality (c 00 ( G), α∈Irr(G) M nα ) with respect to the the Haar weight h to the above duality.
1.3. Closed quantum subgroups of compact quantum groups. A morphism from a compact quantum group H to a compact quantum group G is represented by a unital * -homomorphism π : Pol(G) → Pol(H) intertwining the respective coproducts:
If π is surjective, then we say it identifies H with a (closed) quantum subgroup of G. Such maps π extend to unital * -homomorphisms from C u (G) to C u (H), but not neccessarily to the reduced C * -algebra C(G). Note that the fact that G and H are isomorphic means simply that Pol(G) and Pol(H) are isomorphic as Hopf * -algebras.
In the above situation we have another canonical * -homomorphism ι :
where∆ G and∆ H are coproducts of G and H, respectively. The above two maps π and ι are closely related by the following identity.
plicative unitaries, respectively of G and of H, and we use the fact that c b ( H) is weak * -dense in ℓ ∞ ( H). We refer to [DKSS] for details.
1.4. Operator spaces, a Fourier-like algebra A ∆ (G) of a compact group G and its Banach algebra properties in the operator space category. In the second part of the paper we will use the standard notions of operator space theory, as can be found for example in the book [Pis] .
Recall that an operator space is a norm closed subspace E of B(H) for some Hilbert space H. Then, we have a natural norm structure on M n (E) = M n ⊙ E regarded as a subspace of B(H n ) for each n ∈ N. A linear map T : E → F between operator spaces is called completely bounded if the cb-norm ||T || cb := sup n≥1 ||I n ⊗ T : M n (E) → M n (F )|| is finite. We denote the space of all completely bounded maps from E into F by CB(E, F ). We say that T ∈ CB(E, F ) is a complete contraction if ||T || cb ≤ 1 and T is a complete isometry if T and T −1 are complete contractions.
The category of operator spaces is usually called a quantized version of the category of Banach spaces, and most of the concepts for Banach spaces, such as tensor products, direct sums, and duality, have their counterparts for operator spaces. We will mainly use two tensor products, namely projective and injective (or minimal) tensor product of operator spaces, which we denote by ⊗ and ⊗, respectively. There are aso several versions of direct sums in the category of operator space. We denote the c 0 , ℓ ∞ and ℓ 1 -direct sums by c 0 -i∈I E i , ℓ ∞ -i∈I E i and ℓ 1 -i∈I E i , respectively, for a family of operator spaces (E i ) i∈I . A C * -algebra A is, of course, an operator space, and its Banach space dual A * also carries a canonical operator space structure. Moreover, the predual M * of a von Neumann algebra M can be understood as an operator space via the embedding M * ֒→ M * .
There are some more concrete operator spaces we will encounter frequently. For a Hilbert space H the operator spaces B(H, C) and B(C, H) (as subspaces of B(H)) are called the row and column Hilbert space on H denoted by H r and H c , respectively. They are known to be operator space duals of each other, i.e. H * r ≈ H c , H * c ≈ H r completely isometrically. When dimH = n < ∞, we simply denote them by R n and C n . The C * -algebra M n = B(C n ) and its dual S 1 n are known to be decomposed by the row and column Hilbert spaces, namely M n ≈ R n ⊗ C n , S 1 n ≈ C n ⊗R n completely isometrically via the identification e ij → e i ⊗ e j . The space of Hilbert-Schmidt n by n matrices, S 2 n , is also a Hilbert space. Thus the space S 2 n can be equipped with the row or column operator space structures, which decompose completely isometrically
via the same identification e ij → e i ⊗ e j . Note further that we have
We will now briefly describe how we can use the diagonal subgroups in the classical setting (i.e. when G is a compact group) to define a Fourier-like algebra, to be denoted by A ∆ (G). Recall that the usual Fourier algebra of G, as defined by Pierre Eymard in [Eym] will be denoted by A(G) and equipped with a natural operator space structure (see [Rua 1 ]).
Let G be a classical compact group. Then the diagonal subgroup D = {(x, x) ∈ G×G : x ∈ G} is a closed subgroup of G × G, which can be identified with G via the map (x, x) → x ∈ G. Thus, averaging over D allows us to consider a closed subalgebra of A(G × G) as follows. The averaging map P (over D) is given by
where dr is the Haar measure on G. Note that a priori P has only values in the continuous functions on G × G, but it follows from general properties of Fourier algebras that in fact
where r · F (x, y) = F (xr, yr), x, y ∈ G. It is also clear that the map P satisfies the property
The above property tells us that ranP is a closed subalgebra of A(G × G) and P is actually a complete quotient map. Note that the averaging map P is nothing but a restriction of a conditional expectation from C(G × G) onto the corresponding subalgebra {F ∈ C(G × G) : r · F = F, ∀r ∈ G}, which can be easily identified with
Now we would like to find a completely isometric copy of the algebra ranP ⊆ A(G × G) as a subalgebra of A(G), possibly not closed under the norm of A(G). In order to get such a model we recall the subalgebra
Consequently, combining all the above maps we get
In particular, for
wherev(x) = v(x −1 ). Now we define a subalgebra
of C(G), equipped with the norm
We further endow A ∆ (G) with the operator space structure which makes the map Γ(F ) → P (F ) a complete isometry. This makes Γ :
the adjoint map Γ * is a complete isometry. In [FSS 2 ] it was shown that A ∆ (G) is a subalgebra of C(G) with the following norm structure:
This explains that A ∆ (G) is even a (non-closed) subalgebra of A(G). We close this subsection with some known Banach algebraic properties of A ∆ (G) in operator space category. A Banach algebra A with an operator space structure is called a completely contractive Banach algebra if its algebra multiplication m : A ⊗ γ A → A extends to a completely contractive map m : A ⊗A → A. The algebras A(G) and A ∆ (G) are known to be completely contractive Banach algebras. Recall that a (completely contractive) Banach algebra A is called (operator) amenable if every (completely) bounded derivation D : A → X * is inner, for any Banach (operator) A-bimodule X. We say that A is (operator) weakly amenable if the same statement holds for the specific choice of X = A. The algebra A ∆ (G) reflects properties of G in a different way from the way A(G) does, namely through amenability-type properties in the operator space category. 
Idempotent states on compact quantum groups -non-coamenable case
In this short section we show how the correspondence between the idempotent states on compact quantum groups and expected coidalgebras, established in [FrS] in the coamenable case, extends to general compact quantum groups.
We say that
) is a right coidalgebra if it is a unital * -algebra (respectively, norm closed and weak 
Proof. This is likely well known, and essentially follows as in Proposition 2.2 of [Sol] . We reproduce the proof for completeness. For each α in Irr(G) consider the normal projection E α from L ∞ (G) onto X α := span{u α ij : i, j = 1, . . . n α }, given by the formula
where for every r = 1, . . . , n α the elements φ α r,r ∈ L ∞ (G) * are determined by equalities
. . , n β . In other words, φ α r,r ≈ e α rr with respect to the duality (1.7). The fact that E α (Pol(G)) = X α can be checked by explicit calculation, and then E α (L ∞ (G)) = X α follows by normality and density. Let x be as in the statement of the lemma. Then there exists a finite set F ⊂ Irr(G) and elements
Computing (id ⊗ ∆)(∆(x)) and (∆ ⊗ id)(∆(x)), followed by using then linear independence of u α ij yields the equality
Then, we have
Then the equality displayed above shows that ∆(x) = ∆(x ′ ), so, as ∆ is injective, x = x ′ ∈ Pol(G).
We will also need the following lemma, which is a consequence of the main result of [Daw] (and is also stated explicitly as Lemma 3.4 in [Bra] ).
The following theorem is a combination of techniques of [FrS] and the above results.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a compact quantum group. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the following objects:
It is given by the following relations:φ is a continuous extension of
Proof. We describe the relevant passages for the 'right' version of the above equivalences:
(i)⇐⇒(ii) This follows immediately from the one-to-one correspondence between states on Pol(G) and C u (G) mentioned in Subsection 1.1 and the fact that the extension/restriction procedure preserves the convolution products.
(i)⇒(iii) Consider the map E ϕ := (id ⊗ ϕ) • ∆ : Pol(G) → Pol(G). Lemma 3.1 in [FrS] implies that we must have E ϕ (E ϕ (x)E ϕ (y)) = E ϕ (x)E ϕ (y) for all x, y ∈ Pol(G); in particular A := E ϕ (Pol(G)) is a unital * -subalgebra of Pol(G) and E ϕ is the h-preserving conditional expectation onto A.
is an expected right coidalgebra and E : Pol(G) → A is the corresponding h-preserving conditional expectation. Then, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [FrS] , or as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 of [SS 1 ], we see first that for any linear functional ν :
From the argument above we see that each expected right coidalgebra A is of the form (id ⊗ ϕ)(∆(Pol(G))) and the corresponding h-preserving conditional expectation is E := (id ⊗ ϕ) ⊗ ∆. It is clear that the respective norm closure of A in C(G), A, and weak * -closure of A in L ∞ (G), A, are right coidalgebras. Lemma 2.2 implies that E extends to a normal unital completely positive map on L ∞ (G) (preserving C(G)). It is easy to see (using at one point Kaplansky theorem and properties of conditional expectations) that the respective extensions of E are h-preserving conditional expectations from L ∞ (G) onto A and from C(G) onto A.
Here the arguments are similar, so we just discuss. We first repeat the proof in (iii)
Here the argument is almost identical, the only difference is that for A ⊂ C(G) we use functionals ν ∈ C(G) * .
The left versions follow identically, and the fact that the correspondences are 1-1 follow very easily.
In fact recently Pekka Salmi and the third named author showed in [SS 2 ] that the 1-1 correspondence between objects in (ii), (iv) and (v) persists even in the case when G is a locally compact quantum group, thus extending the main results of [SS 1 ] beyond the coamenable and unimodular case. The methods in the locally compact case are quite different.
Averaging over the 'diagonal subgroup'
The aim of this section is the development of the averaging procedure (represented by an idempotent state on C u (G) ⊗ C u (G))) corresponding classically to the integration over the diagonal subgroup in G × G. One can present the construction working either with G op or with G cop -we will do the latter, to preserve compatibility with [KaS] . Write A for Pol(G), A cop for Pol(G cop ) and A op for Pol(G op ).
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The formal identity map from A to A cop will be denoted by ; thus, denoting the tensor flip map on A ⊗ A by Σ we have
The map : A → A cop is obviously a vector space isomorphism. Note also that all the algebras of the form say A ⊙ A cop are CQG-algebras, so in particular we have a natural notion of states (normalised, positive functionals) on them, and also natural convolution products on the corresponding state spaces. The Haar state of G will be denoted as before by h, and the coproduct of A ⊙ A cop by ∆ ι,cop . Throughout this section, apart from Proposition 3.5, we assume that G is of Kac type. Note that it means in particular that the antipode S commutes with the adjoint operation.
We will employ regularly the Sweedler notation: ∆(a) = a (1) ⊗ a (2) , a ∈ A, and also occasionally the 'legs' notation for elements of multiple tensor products. 
which, by linearity, implies that φ D is positive on A ⊙ A cop . Finally we have
The above fact implies that the map
is a conditional expectation, preserving the Haar state (see [FrS] or the previous subsection) -in particular the image of E φ D is a unital * -algebra. Consider the following (injective!) map
In [KaS] it is shown that the image of this map (or rather its von Neumann algebraic incarnation) is an 'embeddable quantum homogeneous space' of G × G cop . In other words, the coproduct ∆ ι,cop has the following property:
This fact follows also from the next theorem, note however that the observation of [KaS] does not require the Kac assumption and is valid (when formulated in the von Neumann algebraic language) for general locally compact quantum groups.
Recall that the convolution product on A is defined by the formula (see for example [BSS] )
Theorem 3.2. We have the following equality (of subspaces of A ⊙ A cop ):
Proof. We first show the inclusion ⊂. Let a ∈ A and consider the following chain of equalities:
This proves the first inclusion.
Let then now a, b ∈ A. We claim that the following identity holds (in fact it can also be used to show the first inclusion):
Indeed, we have
Continuing the computations, and using the relation (see for example [BSS] )
When we compute the left hand side we obtain
This ends the proof.
The above proof shows in particular the following fact.
Note that the map γ is a quantum version of the map Γ in (1.9).
As observed in [KaS] , the homogeneous space ∆(A) is never of quotient type, unless A is abelian. We continue by noting the following easy fact: if H, G are compact quantum groups, G is of Kac type, and H is a quantum subgroup of G, then H must be of Kac type. Indeed, this follows for example from the fact that the Kac property is equivalent to the fact that the antipode commutes with the involution, and if π : Pol(G) → Pol(H) is the surjective Hopf * -algebra morphism, then we must have
Proposition 3.4. The following conditions are equivalent:
is of quotient type, i.e. there exists a closed quantum subgroup H of G × G op with the corresponding morphism ρ : A ⊙ A cop → Pol(H) such that ∆(A) = {x ∈ A ⊙ A cop : (id ⊗ ρ)(∆ ι,cop (x)) = x ⊗ 1}; (ii) the state φ D is a trace; (iii) the state φ D is a Haar idempotent; (iv) A is abelian (i.e. G is a classical group).
Proof. (i)=⇒ (ii) If ∆(A) is of quotient type (as described in the proposition), then it is expected, and the conditional expectation onto it is of the form (id ⊗ h H • ρ) • ∆ ι,cop . This conditional expectation preserves the Haar state on A ⊙ A cop , so by the uniqueness and Theorem 3.2 we must have
By the remark before the proposition H is of the Kac type, so h H is tracial. So is therefore also φ D .
(ii)=⇒ (iii) This is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.3 in [FST] . (iv)=⇒ (ii) This is obvious, as then also A ⊙ A cop is commutative.
(ii)=⇒ (iv) If φ D is a trace, then for any a, b, c ∈ A we have
, and further h(acb) = h(cab). Faithfulness of h implies then immediately that ac = ca. Proof. Suppose that such a conditional expectation exists. Then it must be of the form (φ ⊗ id) • ∆ ι,cop , where φ ∈ S(A ⊙ A cop ) is an idempotent state (this is essentially an algebraic version of Theorem 4.1 of [FrS] ). As φ commutes then with the scaling automorphism group of A ⊙ A cop (Theorem 3.5 of [FST] ), and we have ∆ • σ t = (σ t • τ −t ) • ∆ for all t ∈ R, we see that E must commute with the modular automorphism group of A ⊙ A cop (again, this is a purely algebraic version of the argument in Corollary 3.6 of [FST] ). In other words, ∆(A) must be invariant under the action of the modular automorphisms of A ⊙ A cop . Note however that the modular automorphism group of A ⊙ A cop is determined by the formula
Recall that we choose for each α ∈ Irr(G) a representative (u α ij ) nα i,j=1 so that there exist numbers q 1 (α), . . . , q nα (α) > 0 such that for each t ∈ R and k, l = 1, . . . , n α we have
in addition we have a normalization We have for each t ∈ R
By linear independence of individual elements u α ij inside A the only possibility for σ t (v α kl ) to belong to ∆(A) is then equality σ t (v α kl ) = λ t v α kl for some λ t ∈ C. This in turn, using linear independence once again, requires that q m (α) 2it does not depend on m for each fixed t ∈ R. This is possible if and only if in fact q m (α) are constant as functions of m. This fact however forces them all to be equal to 1, the modular group of h trivialise and G must be of Kac type.
3.1. Classical interpretation, alternative pictures. In this subsection we describe how the considerations above should be interpreted in the classical context. If G is a compact group, then there is a natural isomorphic identification between the Hopf * -algebras A and A cop , implemented by the mapˇ: Pol(G) → Pol(G cop ) (which can be naturally defined also on the level of C(G) or L ∞ (G)). It is defined by the formulǎ
Thus if we transport the concepts from the last subsection to the framework involving only
where ∆ 2 : A⊙A → A⊙A⊙A⊙A is the usual 'Cartesian' coproduct, i.e. ∆ 2 = Σ 23 •(∆⊗∆), we immediately see that, as (ˇ) −1 • = S,
and Eφ D corresponds to the averaging of functions on G × G over the diagonal:
Finally we have for the map introduced in Corollary 3.3
or more explicitly
Thus, we recover the map Γ from (1.9), i.e.γ = Γ on A.
3.2. Hierarchy of properties and beyond the Kac case. In view of the arguments presented in this section we obtain the following hierarchy of properties:
• if G is an abelian compact group, then we naturally have the diagonal subgroup G diag , which is a normal subgroup of G × G; • if G is a classical, but not abelian compact group, we still have the diagonal subgroup G diag ⊂ G × G, but it is no longer normal; • if G is a compact quantum group of Kac type, then we have a natural idempotent state φ D on G × G cop which classically corresponds to integrating over the diagonal subgroup, and the associated (algebraic) homogeneous space of G given by the formula ∆(Pol(G)), see Theorem 3.2; • if G is a compact quantum group not of Kac type, then we still have a natural (algebraic) homogeneous space of G given by the formula ∆(Pol(G)), but it is no longer expected -in other words, we do not have an associated idempotent state.
Note that as explained in Section 1 we have a natural isomorphism of compact quantum groups G cop and G op .
Remark 3.6. When G is not Kac, then φ D is still unital and idempotent, with the same proof as in Proposition 3.1, but it is no longer positive. On the other hand,
defines a state on A ⊙ A cop for any t ∈ R, since
But φ D,t is never idempotent. It is clear from Proposition 3.5 that no idempotent state corresponding to integration over the diagonal subgroup can exist in the general case, since the corresponding homogeneous space is expected if and only if we are in the Kac case.
Construction of a Fourier-like algebra A ∆ (G)
In this section we introduce the algebra A ∆ (G) associated to a compact quantum group G, the analog of the algebra A ∆ (G) associated to a classical compact group in [FSS 2 ], motivate the construction and show it yields a completely contractive Banach algebra. Basically we will follow the classical construction, focusing firstly on the Pol(G)-level. Throughout the sections we refer to Subsection 1.2 for the notations used. 4.1. Definition of A ∆ (G) as an operator space. Let G be a compact quantum group of Kac type. In the last section we constructed the map (3.3)
Following the classical situations we would like to extend γ to a map
and define the algebra A ∆ (G) as the range of the extended γ with the operator space structure making γ a complete quotient map. In order to get a norm formula like (1.11) we need a more detailed understanding of the relationship between spaces A(G cop ) and A(G). Note that the representation theory of G cop is naturally isomorphic to that of G, with the correspondence implemented by the antipode. More precisely, for any representation
is a representation of G cop and this correspondence is clearly invertible and preserves unitarity and irreducibility, so that we can conclude
Moreover, we have the corresponding multiplicative unitary U cop of G cop given by
Thus, we have
for any a ∈ Pol(G). Once we take the embedding (1.6) into account we get the following complete isometry.
Combining this with the map γ we get the map
Following the classical situation (see Subsection 3.1) we call this map the twisted convolution, which can be easily extended to the Fourier algebra level as follows (with the same symbol):
Definition 4.1. We define the space A ∆ (G) by
We endow the space A ∆ (G) with the operator space structure which makes Φ a complete quotient map.
Theorem 4.2. We have
completely isometrically. In particular, we have (recalling the notation of Subsection 1.2) for all X ∈ c 00 ( G)
Proof. We begin with the complete isometry
Note that c 00 ( G) ⊆ A ∆ (G) * and we have (for α, β, γ ∈ Irr(G) and suitable indices i, j, k, l, p and q)
Since we have
whereγ is the conjugate representation of γ, we can conclude that
which implies that
Now we note that
Let Σ 2,3 be the map flipping the 2nd and the 3rd tensor component at each direct summand, which is a complete isometry. We obtain then
Finally for a fixed α ∈ Irr(G) and X = (δ βα X α ) β∈Irr(G) ∈ c 00 ( G) we have
nα ) c completely isometrically. By the duality we get the conclusions we wanted.
(A ∆
G),∆ * ) is a completely contractive Banach algebra. In this subsection we show that (A ∆ (G),∆ * ) is a completely contractive Banach algebra for any compact quantum group G of Kac type. Here,∆ is the co-multiplication of L ∞ ( G) and∆ * is defined only on Pol(G) ⊙ Pol(G) at first, but will be extended to A ∆ (G) ⊗ A ∆ (G) later, with a slight abuse of notation. In order to show the above it is enough to check that
is a complete contraction, which requires detailed understanding of∆ in the matrix setting. The next result is likely well-known to the experts. The following proof is due to Piotr So ltan. Proposition 4.3. Let G be a general compact quantum group and X = (X α ) α∈Irr(G) ∈ ℓ ∞ (Ĝ). Then for each β, γ ∈ Irr(G) we have the following unitary equivalencê
where α ⊆ β ⊗ γ means that u α appears in the irreducible decomposition of u β ⊗ u γ .
Proof. For β, γ ∈ Irr(G) let V (β, γ) : α⊆β⊗γ H α → H β ⊗ H γ be the unitary map providing the irreducible decomposition of u β ⊗ u γ , in our choice of representatives. Here H β refers to the Hilbert space associated to the representation β, i.e. u β ∈ B(H β ) ⊗ Pol(G). This means that V satisfies the equation
Explicitely, in terms of the coefficients of the irreducible representations, this means that the n β n γ × n β n γ -matrix
is unitary and
This is a square matrix, since
We can write the multiplicative unitary as U = α∈Irr(G) nα i,j=1 e α ij ⊗u α ij . From the equality (1.1) we get
Substituting Equation (4.3) and using the linear independence of the u α ij , we get
where we use the convention V (β, γ) α,n kp = 0 if α ⊆ β ⊗ γ. Linearity implies that for for a general element X = α∈Irr(G) 1≤i,j≤nα x α ij e α ij ∈ c 00 ( G) (which by normality suffices to complete the proof)
Remark 4.4. The above proposition could serve as an explanation of the existence of the extension of ∆ mentioned in (1.2).
Theorem 4.5. The pair (A ∆ (G),∆ * ) is a completely contractive Banach algebra.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as [LSS, Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.11]. We include the proof for the convenience of the readers. For simplicity we only show that
and by Proposition 4.3
Since δ⊆β⊗γ n δ = n β n γ we get the desired conclusion. The matrix case calculation is similar.
4.3. The case of non-Kac type compact quantum groups. When the compact quantum group G is of non-Kac type, we can follow the final norm formula of (4.1) to propose a definition of the norm on A ∆ (G) as follows:
The operator space structure of A ∆ (G) will be then similarly given by ℓ 1 -⊕ α∈Irr(G) d 3/2 α (S 2 nα ) r . Note that the classical dimensions of representations, (n α ), have been replaced by quantum ones, (d α ).
Remark 4.6. Let α, β ∈ Irr(G) and let V : u γ ⊂u α ⊗u β H γ → H α ⊗ H β be the unitary map arising via the irreducible decomposition of u α ⊗u β . Then we also have corresponding relation of Q-matrices:
It follows essentially by the uniqueness of the matrices Q α (see [Wo 2 ]).
We can now follow the same argument as in Theorem 4.5.
Theorem 4.7. (A ∆ (G),∆ * ) is a completely contractive Banach algebra for a general compact quantum group G.
Proof. For simplicity we only show that
is a contraction. Now we have, again for X = (X α ) α∈Irr(G) ∈ c 00 ( G) and each α ∈ Irr(G)
and by Proposition 4.3 and Remark 4.6
Since δ⊆β⊗γ d δ = d β d γ we get the desired conclusion. The matrix case calculation is similar.
Remark 4.8. The last result shows we still get a completely contractive algebra A ∆ (G) for a non-Kac type G, but there is no longer any apparent connection between A ∆ (G) and "the diagonal subgroup of G × G". Let G be a compact quantum group of Kac type. We follow the idea for the proof of nonamenability of A(SO(3)) from [Joh] , where Johnson constructed a certain non-inner bounded derivation of the said Fourier algebra using Lie derivatives on SO(3). We need however an appropriate translation of these classical concepts into the quantum group language. We will split the construction of the derivation into two stages. The first stage is to consider a candidate for the derivation on Pol(G)-level with respect to the A ∆ (G) multiplication. Recall that differential operators (with constant coefficients) in the classical case are nothing but Fourier multipliers, so that also here we begin with considering certain Fourier multipliers on Pol(G). For A = (A α ) ∈ α M nα (to be called the symbol of the multiplier T A ) we set
Non-operator weak amenability of
or equivalently
where B ∈ c 00 ( G). Note that to define the map T A on the Pol(G)-level we do not need uniform boundedness of the symbol A, and we will actually use unbounded symbols for our construction below.
Note the (algebraic) adjoint map T * A is given by (5.2) T *
We want the map T A to be a derivation with respect to A ∆ (G)-multiplication, which is equivalent to the equality
By taking adjoint and recalling (5.2) we can conclude that we need
where∆ is the natural extension of the coproduct of G to unbounded sequences (and the equality above can be understood formally).
For the second stage of the construction, we consider the following natural map
where S is the antipode of the dual quantum group G. Note that we can easily see that Ψ is a contraction. Indeed, by (1.4), Theorem 4.2 and the fact that n α = nᾱ, α ∈ Irr(G) we have
Moreover, the map Ψ is an A ∆ (G)-bimodule map. Indeed, we can easily check that the adjoint map Ψ * is given by
At the same time we have
Note that we use the fact that S (or rather its natural extension to unbounded elements) is an involution and that it preserves the Haar weight. Finally the second to the last equality follows from the strong left invariance. Combining the above two equations we can conclude that Ψ is a left A ∆ (G)-module map. The right A ∆ (G)-module property can be shown similarly.
The composed map
clearly satisfies, in this case, the derivation condition for A ∆ (G) multiplication. Thus we hope to find a symbol A = (A α ) α∈Irr(G) ∈ α∈Irr(G) M nα satisfying the condition (5.3) and such that Ψ • T A can be extended to a completely bounded map from A ∆ (G) into A ∆ (G) * . Finally, we would then need to check that the resulting derivation Ψ • T A is not inner.
5.2.
Constructing derivations for compact quantum groups with classical subgroups. We continue using the same notation as above. In order to find a symbol A satisfying the condition (5.3) we could begin with a weak * -continuous one-parameter group of group-like unitary elements C t ∈ ℓ ∞ ( G), t ∈ R. Recall that X ∈ ℓ ∞ ( G) is called group-like if∆(X) = X ⊗ X. Taking derivative of C t at t = 0 will give us the desired symbol A. If G admits a classical closed quantum subgroup H, say isomorphic to the circle T, we can 'transport' such a family from H. Let then indeed H be a closed quantum subgroup of G with the canonical * -homomorphisms π : Pol(G) → Pol(H) and ι : ℓ ∞ ( H) → ℓ ∞ ( G) from Subsection 1.3. Our strategy is based on using a one-parameter group of group-like elements D t ∈ ℓ ∞ ( H) to define the group-like elements
Since H is a classical compact group we know that, in fact, any group-like element of ℓ ∞ ( H) can be identified with λ H (h) for some h ∈ H, where λ H is the left regular representation of H ( [EnS] ). If H = T we can simply put:
for t ∈ R. The next step would be then to check the complete boundedness of the resulting map
nα ) c it suffices to verify the uniform boundedess of the norms of Ψ • T A restricted to each block of the direct sum, i.e.
for each α ∈ Irr(G), taking (1.4) into account. Since
Here we used the fact that CB(R n , C n ) ∼ = S 2 n isometrically so that ||u|| cb ≤ √ n||u|| for u ∈ CB(R n , C n ). Thus we have
The above tells us that we need to understand the norm growth of A α , which can be done by examining associated functionals on Pol(G). More precisely, there are uniquely determined states ψ t : Pol(H) → C associated to D t , i.e. the functionals satisfying the formulas
Then the states ϕ t := ψ t •π : Pol(G) → C are associated in the analogous way to the elements
Note that the correspondence between A and φ (which is nothing but another incarnation of the Fourier transform) means that A α = (I dα ⊗ φ)(u α ) (and we may simply write in what follows φ(u α )) and the same holds for (D t , ψ t ) and (C t , ϕ t ). Note further that the functionals ψ t and ϕ t are in fact characters on Pol(G) and Pol(H), respectively, since their associated elements C t and D t are group-like. All the above construction lead to the following completely bounded derivations.
Proposition 5.1. Let G = O + N , N ≥ 2 and H be a circle group contained in O N viewed as a closed quantum subgroup of G. Let A be the symbol defined as above. Then the map Ψ • T A extends to a completely bounded derivation
Proof. From the discussion above it follows that it suffices to show that sup α n −1 α ||A α || ∞ < ∞. Ban] ) and we will write d n = dim u (n) for n ∈ N (recall that these values are given by Tchebyshev polynomials). The fusion rules for O
which can be transferred, through the multiplicative functionals ϕ t , to unitary equivalence of scalar matrices
By taking derivative of the last formula at t = 0 we have
Note that we know that each ϕ t is a state, so in particular a complete contraction, again for each n ∈ N ||ϕ 0 (u n )|| M dn ≤ 1.
Thus, (5.6) tells us that
We can actually extend the above construction to the case of any compact quantum group of Kac type containing G = O + 2 as a closed quantum subgroup.
Proposition 5.2. Let G be a compact quantum groups of Kac type containing G = O + 2 as a closed quantum subgroup. Let H be the maximal torus (circle) in O + 2 andÃ be the symbol for G defined as before. Then Ψ • TÃ extends to a completely bounded derivation
be the corresponding * -homomorphisms. By Proposition 5.1 we already have grouplike elements C t ∈ ℓ ∞ ( G) and the respective derivative A = (A α ) α∈Irr(G) = dCt dt | t=0 with the corresponding functionals ϕ t : Pol(G) → C, φ : Pol(G) → C satisfying the condition sup α∈Irr(G)
Now we further transfer C t to G-level to getC t :=ι(C t ) ∈ ℓ ∞ ( G) with the respective derivativẽ
Then it is straightforward to see that the functionalφ : Pol( G) → C corresponding toÃ is actually given byφ = φ •π. Now we would like to check the condition
Indeed, we know thatÃ β =φ(v β ), where v β is an irreducible unitary representation associated to β ∈ Pol( G). Note thatπ(v β ) is a unitary representation of G so that we have irreducible
the conclusion we wanted.
Non-operator weak amenability of
For the non-operator weak amenability of A ∆ (G) we now only need to check that there is a completely bounded derivation D = Ψ • T A from Proposition 5.1 which is not inner. If it were inner, there would be
for any B ∈ c 00 ( G). From the definition (5.1) and (5.4) we have for any B, C ∈ c 00 ( G) that
We have a similar calculation for Y · (B · h), so that finally
We will show that the above equality does not hold for the case of free orthogonal quantum groups G = O + N , N ≥ 2, defined by Wang [Wan, Ban] , for an appropriately chosen symbol A. In order to do that we need a detailed understanding of the symbol A and∆(Y ), at least for the components A 1 and∆(Y )(1, 1).
Let u 1 = (x jk ) 1≤j,k≤N be the fundamental representation of O e ii .
Moreover, we have
By comparing both sides of (1.8) at the level of u 1 we get
e ii , iι(e 1 ) 1 − iι(e −1 ) 1 = e 21 − e 12 , ι(e n ) 1 = 0, |n| ≥ 2. Now recall that D t from sec 5.2 is explicitly given by D t = n∈Z e itn ⊗e n , so that we have C t = ι(D t ) = n∈Z e itn ⊗ι(e n ). In particular, we have (C t ) 1 = 1⊗ι(e 0 ) 1 +e it ⊗ι(e 1 ) 1 +e −it ⊗ι(e −1 ) 1 , so that A 1 = iι(e 1 ) 1 − iι(e −1 ) 1 = e 21 − e 12 .
For the component∆(Y )(1, 1) we need to know a unitary U :
that implements the equivalence u 1 ⊗u 1 ∼ = u 2 ⊕1. Let us use the notation (j, k) ≡ (j −1)N +k, which allows us the identification ℓ 2
where (e j ) and e (j,k) are the canonical basis of ℓ 2 N and ℓ 2 N 2 . Then, we can regard U as an operator acting on ℓ 2 N ⊗ ℓ 2 N . For simplicity we often write jk instead of (j, k). Now we choose U ∈ B(ℓ 2 N ⊗ ℓ 2 N ) ∼ = M N 2 to be the operator that acts as identity on span{e j ⊗ e k ; 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N, j = k} and as the Fourier transform of Z n on span{e j ⊗ e j ; j = 1, . . . , N }. The coefficients of U w.r.t. In the same way we also have (U * u 1 ⊗ u 1 U ) ℓm,N N = 0 for the off-diagonal entries of the last column.
We can use U for a partial computation of the dual coproduct∆ by Proposition 4.3, so that we get the following result. 1, 1))(C 1 ⊗ B 1 ) ).
For the left hand side we recall that 1 ∼ =1 and that the unitary matrix of the equivalence 1 ∼ =1 is the identity matrix. This implies that (( S(X)) 1 ) t is equal to X 1 .
Thus, for the choices B 1 = e 11 ∈ M N and C 1 = e 12 + e 21 ∈ M N , we get the left hand side of (5.9) being 2.
Note that the flip map Σ acts on matrix units via Σ(e ij ⊗ e kl ) = e kl ⊗ e ij , so that the matrix presentation of Lemma 5. For the same choices B 1 = e 11 and C 1 = e 12 + e 21 we get the right hand side of (5.9) being 0 for any Y ∈ A ∆ (G) * . Indeed, for Z =∆(Y )(1, 1) − Σ∆(Y )(1, 1), we have Tr ⊗ Tr(Z(C 1 ⊗ B 1 )) = Tr ⊗ Tr(Z(e 21 ⊗ e 11 )) + Tr ⊗ Tr(Z(e 12 ⊗ e 11 )) = Z 12,11 + Z 21,11 = 0.
Thus, the derivation D = Ψ • T A is not inner.
Remark 5.7. The non-innerness of the constructed derivation is a new technicality in the quantum situation. Note that it is automatically non-inner in the classical situation, i.e. when ∆ is symmetric. We supect all the derivations constructed in Proposition 5.2 are non-inner, but are not able to provide the proof at the time of this writing. 
) * , which boils down to checking the norms of the maps n α S 1 nα → M nᾱ , X → X t A tᾱ are uniformly bounded. We will record it here without repeating the proof. Theorem 5.9. Let G be a general compact quantum group containing a closed classical subgroup H whose connected component of the identity is not abelian. Then, A(G) is not weakly amenable.
Proof. Recall that the canonical homorphism π : Pol(G) → Pol(H) can be easily transferred to the Fourier algebras ( [DKSS, Theorem 3.7] ), with the corresponding map π A : A(G) → A(H) remaining surjective. Thus, we have A(G)/I ∼ = A(H) with I = ker(π A ). Since we know that A(H) ∼ = A(G)/I is operator weakly amenable, the closed ideal I has the trace extension property, i.e. any functional ϕ ∈ I * satisfying ϕ(ab) = ϕ(ba), for any a ∈ I and b ∈ A(G) can be extended to a tracial functional τ ∈ A(G) * . Here, we used an operator space version of [Dal, Proposition 2.8.66 (iii) ], whose proof is identical with the classical one. Moreover, we also know that A(H) is not weakly amenable, so that by [Dal, Proposition 2.8.66 (iv) ] we can conclude that A(G) is not weakly amenable.
Remark 5.10.
(1) It is not known whether A(O + N ), N ≥ 2, is operator weakly amenable or not (the derivations we construct here fail to be completely bounded if we pass to the context of 'standard' Fourier algebras), whilst we know that A(O + N ), N ≥ 3 is not operator amenable thanks to the non-amenability of O (2) In the dual situation a complete characterization of operator amenability is known.
More precisely, for a compact quantum group G, the L 1 -algebra L 1 (G) is operator amenable if and only if G is co-amenable (i.e. G is amenable) and of Kac type ( [CLR] ). (3) One might hope to use the existence of classical subgroups inside G to prove nonoperator weak amenability of A ∆ (G), but the 'A ∆ '-algebras do not have functorial property even for the classical groups. More precisely, for a quantum closed subgroup H of G the usual restriction homomorphism π : Pol(G) → Pol(H) need not extend to π ∆ : A ∆ (G) → A ∆ (H). See [LSS, Section 3] for the details.
